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Introduction. The study of spaces which admit a closure-preserving cover of compact sets was initiated separately by Tamano [5] and Telgarsky [6] .
The best results previously available were these [3] , [4] : (1) If X is collectionwise-normal and admits a closure-preserving cover consisting of compact sets, then X is metacompact, hence paracompact.
(2) If there is an integer n such that X admits a closure-preserving cover of finite sets, each member having no more than n points, then X is metacompact, whether or not it is collectionwise-normal.
In this paper, we show that if a space X admits a closure-preserving cover of compact, closed sets, whether finite or not, then X is metacompact;
and this is true without X being collectionwise-normal. We also characterize the closure-preserving covers of compact sets admitted by cr-compact spaces.
When i-is a family of subsets of some set S, let |JL| = UiL|L e ic?, and when A is a subset of S, let (£)A = \L £ £|L IX A ^ 0\.
The symbol J always means a closure-preserving family consisting of compact and closed subsets of a topological space X.
For each x in the space X, Kix) is defined to be X -{J\F £ 3jx 4 F\. Lemma 1. For each x e X, the set Kix) is an open set about x, and when x e Kiy), then Kix) C Kiy).
Proof. J* is closure-preserving, and consists of closed sets, so that UiF £ j\x ft F\ is closed, and Kix) is seen to be open. Clearly, x £ Kix).
To see that x £ Kiy) implies Kix) C Kiy), note that Kix) = ip £ X| if p £ F £ 5F, then x £ F\.
When A is a subset of X, let MiA) be the set \x\x e A n |?| | Kix) is not properly contained in any set Kix'), x e A\.
Lemma 2. (a) For each x e A -MiA), the set Kix) n MiA) is empty, To show that for each F £<A, the family (K(A))" is finite, let F be a (1) 0(0) = \0\.
(2) MiX -\J\GH)\i = 0, 1, . . . , n -1!) C \Qin)\.
(3) For each F £ ?, the family (Q(n))p is finite. Then the set Kix) is in the family KiA) and, thus, there is a set U £ ll(K(x))
such that x e U. The point x is in the set U n K, which belongs to the subfamily (3(K(x)) of the family 6ik), where x £ \0ik)\ and (2) is seen to be
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Then by Lemma 3, the family (K(A))p is finite. Since \Q(K)\ C K tot every K e K(A), we see that the family (0(A))p is contained in the family U!0(fC)| K e (K(A))Fi. But this latter family is a finite union of finite families, so (Q(k))F is finite, and (3) is satisfied for n = A.
To complete the proof of the theorem, first note that when we set |(J(«)| = 0(n), the family \0(n)\n e Z \ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4, hence we have by that lemma that |J| C 1_J|0(tz)|w £ Z ]; in other words \A\ C Ui|(9W| \n £Z + \. Now for each positive integer n, let L(n) = U<F £ 3"|F C lj"~J,0(z')i, and let 6'(n) = JO -L(n)\0 £ 6(n)\. Since the family 5 is clo- Now for x £ F £ A, we have that F is not a subset of Ui|0(r2)| \n = 0, 1, .. . , n(x) -l\, so that x does not belong to L(t2(x)). Moreover, since
, it follows that x is in the set |0'(n(x))| and, hence, also in the set |U|, whence the family 0 is seen to cover \A\. Next we show that for every F £ A, the family (L) p is finite. Let F be a member of the family A. Now F is compact and is contained in the union of the open sets \Q(n)\, n eZ+, so that the set N = \n £ Z + \F C(j"k=1 \0(k)\\ is not empty. Let nQ be the least member of N. Then we have F C L(n) for every n > ran, and it follows then that the family (0 (n)) p is empty for every n>n0.
As the families Q(n) satisfy (3), we see that the family (G'(n))p is finite for every n eZ . Thus the family (O)F , which can be represented as Ui(0'(w))F| n e Z !, is finite.
Since the set \A\ is closed, it follows that when we set ll' = i(/ -\j\ \U e Ll! and 0 = 0 U Ll , the family 0 has the properties required by the theorem.
There are a number of corollaries available. Corollary 1. // a space X has a closure-preserving cover consisting of compact closed sets, then X is metacompact.
There is an example in [2] of a completely regular, Hausdorff space, which has a closure-preserving cover consisting of finite sets, and hence is metacompact, yet which is not paracompact, nor even normal. However, by including an additional condition on the cover, we obtain a characterization of the class of locally compact paracompact spaces.
Corollary 2. // a space X has a closure-preserving cover consisting of compact closed sets whose interiors cover X, then X is paracompact. In
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It is interesting to note that these are paracompact spaces which do not admit even a a-closure-preserving cover of compact sets. In [3] it is shown that the space of irrationals is such a space. The existence of a c-closurepreserving cover implies another property, however.
Corollary 3. // a space X has a cover which can be decomposed into countably many families, each of which is closure-preserving and consists of compact closed sets, then X is 6-refinable.
Now we proceed to characterize certain types of spaces and covers. If X is a topological space and J is a closure-preserving cover consisting of compact closed sets, then we introduce a partial ordering on X by agreeing that x < y provided Kix) X Kiy).
Theorem 2. // X is compact or o-compact, then J admits a closure-preserving cover of compact, closed sets with respect to which the ordering < is a linear ordering.
Proof. If X is compact, let A = {X}. Then for any points x, y £ X, we have Kix) = Kiy) = X, and so it is certainly true that either x < y or y < x.
If X is a c-compact space, let JG(z')|z £Z 1 be a sequence of compact closed sets whose union is X. For each positive integer i, set F(z') = USG(/)|/ = 1, 2, .
•, , i!. Then each set F(z') is a compact, closed set, and A = iF(z')| z £ Z 1 is a cover of X consisting of compact closed sets. Moreover, it is closure-preserving, for the union of any infinite subcollection of A is the entire space X, and the union of any finite number of members of A, say F(z.) U F(z'2) U .. . u F(z ) is simply that set with the largest index from among z*j, z'2, ... , i . In either case, we have a closed set. In addition, if < is defined as above, it is a linear order. Clearly, it is sufficient to prove that if x, y £ X, then Kix) C Kiy), or else Kiy) C Kix). Let / be the least of the integers jz'|x £ F(z')l; let k he the least of the integers |z'|y £ F(z')i, and assume that / < k. Then
and Kiy)=X-\J{Fec?\yd F\ = X -\J{Fii) \ i < K\ so that X -\J\Fii)\i <j\XX -lJiF(*')|* <h\, that is, Kix) X Kiy), so that x < y, and < is seen to be a linear ordering. Proof. Suppose that < is a linear ordering, that is, for x, y e X, either
. Let Y = iy(z')|z e Z + ! be a cofinal sequence with respect to <. For each positive integer i, choose F(z') e A such that y(z') £ F(i). Since Y is cofinal with respect to <, for each x e X, there is an integer z such that x < y(i), that is, K(x) D K(y(i)). But then y(z') e F(z') and K(x) D K(y(i)) together imply that x e F(z'), so we have that X = |JiF(z')| i £ Z !, and X is seen to be a-compact.
Lemma 6. Let X have the same properties as in Lemma 5. Then any infinite sequence in X is either cofinal with respect to < or has a limit point.
Proof. Let Y = iy(z')|z £ Z | be an infinite sequence. If Y fails to be cofinal with respect to <, there is an x e X such that for each positive integer i, we have y(z) < x, that is K(y(i)) 3 K(x). Choose F £& such that x e F. Then K(y(i)) 3 K(x) and x £ F together imply that y(z') e F. But then V is an infinite subset of the compact set F, hence must have a limit point.
Lemma 7. // X is a topological space satisfying the hypotheses of Lemmas 5 and 6, then X is either o-compact or countably compact.
Proof. If X has even one cofinal sequence V = iy(z)|z e Z !, then by Lemma 5, X is a-compact. So we suppose that no sequence is cofinal. But then Lemma 6 guarantees that each sequence has a limit point, whence X is countably compact.
Theorem 3. Ler X be a topological space and let A be a closure-preserving cover consisting of compact, closed sets. Suppose that < is a linear ordering, that is, for x, y e X, either K(x) 3 K(y), or K(x) C K(y). Then X is either compact or o-compact.
Proof. By Lemma 7, X is either a-compact or countably compact. ByCorollary 1, X is metacompact. But it is well known that countable compactness and metacompactness together imply compactness, so X is either compact or a-compact.
